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Pro Visual Studio Team System with Team Edition for Database Professionals, Second EditionApress, 2007
It is clear that Visual Studio Team System is the future of development from Microsoft’s perspective. Development is no longer a personal pursuit by one developer in a darkened room; it is a collective effort by a team of peers. VSTS supports this broader vision by providing a complete collaboration platform for the entire project team. VSTS...
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Anger Management For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2006
If your anger, or that of a loved one, is out of control and threatening your life and livelihood, you need the calm, clear, and understanding help you’ll find in Anger Management For Dummies. This concise and practical guidebook shares specific anger management methods, skills, and exercises that will help you identify the sources...
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How to Motivate People: Learn the Key Skills; Get the Best Results; Develop, Appraise, Empower (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	Managers are under increasing pressure to get results, and their competence is judged on the combined performance of their whole team. When their staff are content they perform well; when they are motivated they perform even better. 

	

	How to Motivate People shows managers how to inspire individuals or teams to...
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Ubuntu on a Dime: The Path to Low-Cost Computing (Path to Low Cost Computing)Apress, 2009
You know that Ubuntu software costs nothing. Now you want the PC system that costs as little as possible and runs Ubuntu and OS applications without complaints and calls to tech support.
So you spend your hard–earned dollars on the hardware only and have your own optimized Ubuntu PC. This is the book that will show you how to get what you...
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SAP Solution Manager (3rd Edition)SAP Press, 2011

	SAP Solution Manager has quickly become one of the most important and all-encompassing tools needed by clients today. But what can it really do for you? How can it help you with project implementation or operation of the final solution? What is important for users to know, whether they are an administrator or project team member? What...
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Microsoft Small Business Server 2003 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2005
If you are new to the world of Microsoft Small Business Server  2003, Microsoft Small Business Server 2003  Unleashed can provide you with real-world support experience as you get  started or explore your upgraded server. Written and reviewed by Small Business  Server MVPs, this book provides...
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Cisco AVVID and IP Telephony Design and ImplementationSyngress Publishing, 2001
Cisco AVVID Design and Implementation is a complete reference for network administrators and engineers responsible for a complicated AVVID network. This book covers history, protocols, hardware, servers, switches, bridges, and routers, and discusses implementation issues, realities of cost, requirements, and network limitations. Engineers will...
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Defective Construction WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Defective construction work, whether the result of inadequate design, faulty workmanship or poor materials – or some combination of these failings – is a frequent cause of legal disputes. Someone is usually to blame, either the builder or one or more of the professional consultants, or even the entire project team. It is important...
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Sams Teach Yourself SharePoint 2007 in 24 Hours: Using Windows SharePoint Services 3.0Sams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Windows SharePoint Services 3.0. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon a real-world foundation forged in both technology and business matters, allowing you to learn the essentials of SharePoint 2007 and Windows SharePoint Services 3.0 from the...
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Apache Struts 2 Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2009
Struts 2.1 is a modern, extensible, agile web application framework suitable for both small- and large-scale web applications.  

The book begins with a comprehensive look at Struts 2.1 basics, interspersed with detours into more advanced development topics. You'll learn about configuring Struts 2.1 actions, results, and interceptors via...
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The Essential Guide to Flash CS4Friends of Ed, 2009
If you're familiar with the basics of Flash, then The Essential Guide to Flash CS4 will take you further in all aspects of the application, animation, sound, 3D, Inverse Kinematics, the drawing tools, ActionScript, and much more. This book takes all the good bits of Flash CS4 and demonstrates them in methodical and intuitive exercises full of hints...
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The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts (4th Edition) (Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts, Fourth Edition, is a task-oriented, example-driven guide to developing enterprise applications for the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition 6 (Java EE 6). Written by members of the Java EE 6 documentation team at Oracle, this book provides new and intermediate Java programmers with a deep...
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